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Dear Readers,
Greetings from APPL Foundation!
We continue to share our efforts
in the fifth edition of the
newsletter. This edition is special
as we bring to you stories of
accomplishment which our
sustained association with the
communities has achieved.
We hope you enjoy reading them.

AT THE ARTIC
The Climate Force Arctic (CFA) of which Mr. Rituraj Phukan was a part sailed to the Artic. Mr. Rituraj and team were
extremely lucky with sightings of Arctic wildlife. The CFA team learnt about the changing dynamics of predator and
prey interactions in the warming arctic ecosystems from wildlife biologists with decades on research in the Polar
Regions. We congratulate CFA tem and Mr. Rituraj Phukan for their accomplishment!

Your support can strengthen the initiatives of APPL Foundation and impact lives of many more.
Be a Volunteer!
Join our team, be a volunteer to be a part of this change in making! Contact us at 94410-64671/70447-05339
Donate!
A small contribution can usher the communities towards a sustainable future. Donate at:
https://applfoundation.in/donate

ORGANIC GROWTH
The 17th edition of Organic Growth, the publication of APPL
Foundation highlighting the concerns over environmental
degradation and innovations restricting them has been
published. This volume addresses the problem of energy
crisis and shares possibilities of mitigating the challenge we
face through use of renewable energy.
Get you own copy at:
https://applfoundation.in/en/content/organic-growth-vol-17

TOWARDS A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR EVERY CHILD: CHILD FRIENDLY EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
APPL Foundation in collaboration with Rainforest Alliance and Goodweaves piloted a programme at Nahartoli Tea
Estate in Dibrugarh district of Assam to build an inclusive child friendly community. The objective of the initiative was
to sensitize the community to take actions to reduce school absenteeism, dropout and promote access to quality
education. A year of successful intervention resulted in developing a responsible community adept in educating its
children to their full potential. We bring to you the achievements of the initiative.

67 children
participated in
Motivational
Learning Camp

Irregularity
drives held to
reduce
absenteeism
in school

Child
Protection
Committes
strenghtened
32 children
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677 children at
risk and 102
drop outs
identified

44 children
passing Class V
monitored to
ernollment in
Class VI

More than
100 parents
actively
enagaged

Glimpse of children graduating from the Motivational Learning Camps

SMART CLINIC AT TEA GARDEN HOSPITALS
The SMART Clinics set up at Latakoojan and Hathikuli are functioning with gusto. Tab-based registration and
consultation, structured and automated drug inventory is a major feature of the clinics. AINA Outreach Camp is being
held at local dispensaries reaching medical service to the doorstep of the communities. It has facilitated in reducing
and highly regulating Out of Pocket Expenses of the patients. The communities are directly benefitting by saving Rs.
50 to Rs. 1800 for various types of tests.
As a preparation for the launch of SMART Clinics in the tea gardens of Sagmootea, Latakoojan, Nahorani and
Lamabari, an orientation programme on use of smart app was held. The training as attended by Medical Officers,
Health Assistants and Pharmacists of the hospitals of the respective gardens.

GLIMPSE OF SUCCESS FROM 3 F PROJECT
4 month of intervention to prevent and cure fungal infection in women, has started to bear much desired positive
outcome. We bring to you glimpse of 3 cases, in each case patients show progressive cure of fungal infections which
has been a cause of health concern for long.

To know more about APPL Foundation keep connected
Website: https://applfoundation.in/
E-mail: applfoundation@amalgamated.in

